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Splash and Dash are two little mischievous rainclouds. As they float around the sky they are

always on the lookout for fun and like nothing more than playing tricks on the people below.

The wise old Thundercloud Stormzy catches up with the two little rainclouds and sets about

explaining all the good things that rainclouds do, including themselves, much to their

amazement.Take a look and see what they get up to.

From the AuthorThis short book is designed to be both a fun read, and educational in nature,

giving young readers a little insight into todays environmental challenges.Splash and Dash do

a Tinkle is focused on the good things that rain can bring through the mischievous antics of two

little rainclouds, Splash, and Dash.Children understand more than we adults often give them

credit for, and this book I'm sure will appeal to nature loving kids everywhere and hopefully

encourage them to both continue reading and support the environment. --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorI am Mark Sanders, retired Public Servant,

and now, active storyteller.My writing covers all genres, but my passion is writing stories for

young children. Stories with a message for children of all ages. Some of my writing will have an

obvious message from the outset, about the environment, or friendship, but some of my stories

will have to be read to the end to find the message, which may simply be one of hope, or

understanding.Children love stories and if they could tell their own stories I for one am sure

they would all be best sellers. So, until they grow up and start to write then we, the current crop

of adults, must fill the gap and try and catch their attention. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.
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Splash and Dash do a TinkleSplash and Dash are bright and light.In fact, they are two of the

brightest little clouds in the sky. Always laughing and looking for fun. They are ready to tinkle

wherever they go.Today they are out early floating high in a sun filled sky.Looking for mischief

as they go, Splash and Dash are the two fluffy rain clouds.‘What shall we do today

Splash?’‘Let’s go have some fun Dash’It was a very hot day. Splash and his friend Dash were

the only two clouds in the sunny sky.‘Let’s see who we can annoy today’, said Splash.‘Look

Splash, there’s a farmer in his field over there. Let’s give him a sprinkle’.‘Great idea Dash, let’s

go’Off the two clouds floated, high over the farmer’s field. The farmer was taking a rest. It was a

hot day. The crops in the field were small. The field was very dry.‘Ready Splash?’‘Ready

Dash’The two clouds let their raindrops fall. Down on to the farmers field and the dry

crops.Splash and Dash laughed as the farmer waved up at them.‘Bet he doesn’t like that’, said

Splash.‘Where to next?’, said Dash‘Over there. Look at the horses in that field’.The clouds

floated over the field. Down below the horses were grazing. The grass was dry and

yellow.‘Ready Splash?’.‘Ready Dash’.Again, the two clouds let their raindrops fall. Down onto

the field and the horses below.The horses whinnied and trotted off to their stables.Splash and

Dash laughed at the horses and floated away, looking for more mischief.‘Still plenty of rain left

in my tank Splash’.‘Yes mine too. Let’s go and drench that village over there’.The two clouds

floated over the small village. Down below the stream was dry. The villagers were all sheltering

from the hot sun. All the parked cars were dirty in the dusty streets.‘Ready Splash?’.
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The book by Mark Sanders has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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